Meet Corinne Jameson-Kuehl
With over 20 years as a business owner, Corinne combines her
practical solutions with a passion for self-motivation to deliver
high-energy, relational presentations. She enjoys encouraging
business professionals to seek their full potential, arming them
with insight and a forward-thinking attitude to help them thrive
not just in their career path, but their everyday life as well.
Through Corinne's experience as the owner of consulting firm,
she has mastered the art of reaching all learning styles during her
presentations with her non-traditional, engaging approach. Her
speaking events are often fun, interactive, and her audiences are
always prepared to participate in their own success.

Past Presentations

• Medical College of Wisconsin
• Paranet Organization

• Wisconsin & Illinois Chamber Events
• American Dental Association National Conference
• Seattle Study Club
• Wisconsin & Illinois Dental Society meetings
• American Dental Hygienist Association
Annual Session
• Michigan Dental Association Annual Session

"We invited Corey to help us facilitate our annual
planning meeting with a focus on boosting our
culture and learning more about DISC as a team.
The experience has been immensely impactful in
improving our process and ensuring we have the
right people in the right seats".
- Miranda B.

Finding Your Why
What drives you forward in your career?
In this engaging course, Corinne will
bring you the opportunity to look
inward, granting you crucial insight into
how you behave, communicate, and
weigh your decisions through your
career and life. You will identify your
unique style of communication and
learn how to tailor it to effectively reach
others. If you are looking for a way to
improve your relationships in your
career and your personal life, you do
not want to miss this course.
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Get Real: Action! Converting
Your Dreams into Commitment

5 Tips that Ensure Your
Business Ownership Success

What do you do after you've been
inspired by a great conference, podcast
or self-help book? Do you find yourself
lacking in continued energy to get to
the "next level?" How can you still feel
so stuck when there is easy access to all
the right tools?

Why did you decide to become an
entrepreneur? Did you desire to be a
great leader and move your business to
the next level, but now feel discouraged
because you are "doing it all" and feel
like you are going nowhere? Stop focusing
on what you don't have, on what you
don't like, or what you don't want. Take
ownership of your success by recognizing
your strengths and weakness and use
them to your advantage to grow the
business you want! Participants will take
away 5 practical tips to immediately
apply to their business that will facilitate
change.

This course will address the science of
commitment and help identity the
negative loops in our brains preventing
us from moving forward with achieving
our full potential. Uncover the clarity of
fully buying into the investment priority
for our professional and personal plans.

Contact Corinne to speak at your event. Corey@CorinneJamesonKuehl.com • (262) 853-1414

